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memory retrieval*
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Ss produced an instance of a category and following zero or two intervening items produced a second
instance of the same category. The second instance was produced more quickly than the initial instance.
This finding, in conjunction with other data reported in the paper, indicate that the reduction in latency
for the second instance is due mostly to a reduction in the rate with which the category is searched.

In an experiment by Freedman and Loftus (1971), Ss
were shown a noun category plus a restricting letter or
adjective and were asked to name an instance of the
category which began with the letter or which was
characterized by the adjective. Reaction time to produce
the response was measured. The data were discussed in
terms of a model that postulated a hierarchical memory
composed of noun categories (e.g., animals) with subsets
(e.g., birds, dogs) and supersets (e.g., living things) of
each category. Retrieval from this hierarchical structure
was assumed to consist of at least two major steps:
(1) entering the appropriate category and (2)searching
the category for an appropriate member. The times to
execute Step 1 and Step 2 are hereafter denoted tl and
t~, respectively. The duration of tx was estimated to be
about .25 sec by the following reasoning. Ss saw stimuli
presented with the category either first (e.g., fruit-P) or
second (e.g., P-fruit) and with at least a ½-sec interval
between the noun and restrictor. Reaction times were
measured from the presentation of the second member
of the pair. When the category came second, the total
retrieval process began only after its presentation and
included both t~ and t~, according to the model. When
the category came first, however, t~ could be completed
before the restrictor was shown. For example, given the
stimulus fruit-P, the S could enter the category "fruits"
during the interval. Since measured reaction time begins
when "P" is presented, measured reaction time excludes
tI in this case. The decrease in reaction time when the
category is shown first vs second can therefore be
equated with h, which is excluded in the former case
and included in the latter.
More recently, Loftus (1973) asked Ss to produce a
member of a category and a short time later asked them
to produce a different member of that category. This
was accomplished by showing a category-letter pair (e.g.,
fruit-P), which asked the S for an appropriate instance,
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then, following zero, one, or two intervening items,
showing the same category paired with a different letter
(e.g., fruit-A), which asked for a different instance.
Interest centered around the question of whether the
speed of retrieving the second instance of a category was
affected by the retrieval of the first instance and/or the
lag between the two retrievals. The results indicated that
response latency for the second instance was shorter
than response latency for the first instance and increased
monotonically with the number of intervening items.
For example, a S’s baseline time to name a fruit
beginning with the letter "P" was 1.52 sec. However, it
took him 1.22 see to produce the same response if he
had named a different fruit on the previous trial and
1.29 sec to produce the response if he had named a
different fruit two trials back.
The results of the Loftus (1973) study thus indicate
that the process of retrieving information from a
category facilitates a subsequent retrieval from that
category. However, in this experiment the S was
presented with the category name and restricting letter
simultaneously; retrieval time thus included both t~ and
t~. Consequently, the facilitation effect could have
involved a reduction in t~ or t~ or both. The present
experiment is designed to distinguish among these three
possibilities.
In some conditions of the present experiment, an
interval was inserted between the category name and the
letter and the stimuli were presented either in the order
category-letter or in the order letter-category [as in the
Freedman & Loftus (1971) study]. As noted above, this
procedure allows an estimation of h. Additionally in the
present experiment, the S was required to name an
instance of a category and shortly thereafter was asked
to name a second instance of the category [as in the
Loftus (1973) study]. This design is sufficient to
determine the locus of the reduction in reaction time to
name a second category instance.
Figure 1 shows three possible patterns of results.
Suppose first that only category entry time, tl, is
reduced when a second category instance is produced. In
this case, the results shown in Fig. la should obtain: the
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Fig. 1. Three poss~ie patterns of results for the relationship
between time and the numb~ of intervening items (lag) between
two appearances of a critical category.

letter-category conditions (which include h) should
depend on the prior retrieval, whereas the category-letter
conditions (which exclude t~) should not.
Conversely, suppose that only category search time,
tz, is reduced when the second category instance is
produced. Such a situation would lead to the results
shown in Fig. lb. Both the category-letter and the
letter-category conditions include t~, so they should be
affected equally by the initial retrieval.
The final possibility is that both t~ and~ t~ are
reduced. This situation would predict the results shown
in Fig. l c. Here, the category-letter condition (which
includes t~ but not ta ) should be affected by the initial
retrieval, but the letter-category condition (which
includes both t~ and t:) should be affected to a greater
degree.

METHOD
Subjects
Eighteen Ss from the New School for Social Research received
$5 for their participation in two 1-h sessions, which occurred on
2 consecutive days. No S had previously participated in a
memory experiment.
Materials
Each stimulus was printed in block letters on a 5 x 8 in. index
card. A stimulus always consisted of a category name plus a
letter (e.g., fruit-P). Eighty critical category names were selected
from the Battig and Montague (1969) and Shapiro and Palermo
(1970) category norms. Each of the category names was paired
with two different letters. If "dominance" is defined as the
frequency with which a word is given as an exemplar of a
category, then one of the two category-letter stimuli will be
referred to as mo~e dominant than the other.
In addition to the 160 critical stimuli (80 categories each

paired with two letters), 80 filler stimuli were used. The filler
stimuli also consisted of a category plus a letter. Some of the
filler categories were used only once; others appeared twice with
two different letters. Thus, each S saw 240 unique stimuli (80
critical categories, each paired with two letters, plus 80 filler
stimuli).
Design
There were three within-S factors: order (categoryqetter vs
letter-category), interval (simultaneous presentation of the
stimuli vs 2.5-sec interval between the category name and the
letter), and lag (Lag 0, Lag 2, and initial presentation). These
factors were combined factorially, thereby giving a 2 (orders) by
2 (intervals) by 3 (lags) by 18 (Ss) design.
Each S received a different permutation of the 240 items with
the following restrictions:
(1) The initial presentation of a critical category4etter pak
was followed after zero or two intervening filler items (i.e., at
Lag 0 or at Lag 2) by the presentation of the same category
paired with a different letter. Each S received 40 stimuli
presented at Lag 0 and 40 at Lag 2.
(2) On half of the trials, Ss saw the stimulus corresponding to
the high dominant instance before seeing the stimulus
corresponding to the low dominant instance. For the remaining
trials, the reverse arrangement held. A given category was
presented in the order dominant-nondominant for half the Ss
and in the reverse order for the remaining half of the Ss.
Procedure
Each S was told that he would see items consisting of
categories and letters ~,nd that he was to respond with a word in
the category that began with the given letter. He was given
examples and told to respond as quickly as possible, but to avoid
errors.
The S sat in front of a screen with a window covered by
h’,df-silvered glass. An index card containing the stimulus was
placed in a dark enclosure behind the mirror and was presented
by illuminating the enclosure. A microphone was placed in front
of the S, and he responded by speaking into it.
A trial consisted of the following: (a)a card with the item
printed in large type was placed in the darkened enclosure;
(b) the E said "ready’" and pressed a button which illuminated
the first member of the stimulus pair; (c) either simultaneously
or ’after a 2.5-sec inte~:val, the second member of the pair was
automatically illumina~ed and an electric time~ started; (d) the
S’s verbal response activated a voice key that stopped the timer
and terminated the triz.1. A warm-up period of 20 trials preceded
the experimental trials each day.

RESULTS
Only correct responses (96%) to the critical stimuli
were included in the following analyses. Median latencies
were obtained for each S’s responses in each of the 12
conditions. For each condition, mean latencies were
then obtained by averaging the medians from individual
Ss; these means are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2
shows the results when the 2.5-sec interval was inserted
between the category and the letter. In both the
letter-category and category-letter conditions, a second
instance of a category is produced faster than the firsf
instance; furthermo:re, a second instance is produced
faster at Lag 0 than at Lag 2. Figure 3 indicates that the
same pattern of results obtains when letter and noun are
presented simultanec,usly.
A 2 (orders) by 2 (intervals) by 3 (lags) analysis of
variance was done on the latency data. Significant
effects were found for lag [F(2,34) = 6.57, p < .05],
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category-letter order [F(1,17) = 14.71, p < .O1],-and
interval IF(l,17) = 33.52, p<.01]. None of the
two-way or three-way interactions was significant (F < 1
for all cases).
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A number of studies have indicated that the time to
retrieve information from a semantic category is
1.80
decreased if that category has been accessed a short time
I
I
I
previously. Collins and Quillian (1970), for example,
0
2
initial
have shown that the time required to answer such
questions as "Is a canary a bird?" is decreased by as
LAG
much as 600 msec if information about canaries has
Fig. 3. Mean reaction time in seconds as a function of the
been accessed on the previous trial. Using a somewhat number
of intexvening items (lag) between two appearances of a
different paradigm, Meyer and Schvaneveldt (Meyer & cxRical category. The category and lette~ were presented
Schvaneveldt, 1971; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, simultaneously.
1972; Schvaneveldt & Meyer, 1973; Meyer, 1973)have
shown the same thing. In these experiments, Ss were away over time and second that activated items are more
required to classify letter strings as words or nonwords. readily accessible than nonactivated items.
The general finding was that the reaction time to classify
The results of the present experiment together with
~, letter string as a word is faster if the S has just the data of Meyer etal (1972) and Loftus (1973)
classified a semantically similar word as opposed to a disconfirm the location shifting model and support the
semantically dissimilar word. Thus, for example, the activation model. All of these experiments involve the
time it takes to classify "butter" as a word is faster if following sorts of comparisons. Let T represent target
"butter" is preceded by "bread" than if it is preceded by information whose time to be processed is the
"nurse."
dependent variable of interest. Let R represent
Two general classes of models have been proposed to information which is semantically related to T, and
handle such results. A location shifting model (Meyer & finally let U~ and U2 represent information which is
Schvaneveldt, 1971) assumes that when a S has finished semantically unrelated to T. Now consider three
processing a member of a particular category and must conditions:
then shift to begin processing a second category, the
shift time is dependent upon the semantic distance
Condition a: Process U1 ; Process U2 ; Process T.
between the two categories. An activation model, on the
Condition b: Process R; Process U2 ; Process T.
other hand, assumes that when items in a category are
Condition c: Process U1 ; Process R; Process T.
processed, other items are "excited" or "activated" to
the extent that they are semantically similar to the
The data show that T is processed fastest in
information being processed. Two further assumptions Condition c, next fastest in Condition b, and slowest in
are made: first (Warren, 1970) that activation decays Condition a. Both the location shifting model and the
activation model correctly predict that reaction time in
Condition c would be faster than reaction time in
9.5 see.
interval
Conditions a and b. However, the predictions of the two
1.912
models differ with regard to the relationship between
Conditions a and b. A location shifting model
1.81~
incorrectly predicts that reaction time would be the
same for Conditions a and b, since in both cases the S is
shifting from the unrelated category, Us to T. An
RT 1.’/C
0 Category.
Letter
activation model, on the other hand, correctly predicts
1.6(]
the obtained pattern of results. This is because in
Condition b, T is assumed to have been activated by R,
1.5C
and this activation has not decayed by the time T is
processed. In Condition a, on the Other hand, T is not
’"
fl~
i~tial
assumed to have been activated at all; therefore, time to
LAG
process T would be longer.
Fig. 2. Mean reaction time in seconds as a function of the
number of intervening items (lag) between two appearances of a
eritical eategow. Items were presented with a 2.5-sec interval
between the category and the letter.

Processing Stages
In the outset of this report, it was noted that the
semantic retrieval model proposed by Freedman and
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Table 1
By appropriate manipulations of Eqs. la-4a, we find
Time Estimates (in Seconds) for Memory Retrieval Stages that tl = 0.27sec (RT~ -- RT~);(t2 + k) = 1.69sec
as a Function of Tittle Lag Conditions
(RT~); t3 = 0.13 sec (RT4 -- RT3); and t4 = 0.22 sec
Lag Condition
Retrieval Stage
tl
t2 + k
t~
t4

Category entry time
Category search
time plus baseline
Eye movement time
Extra encoding time

Lag 0

Lag 2

Initial

0.20

0.22

0.27

1.47

1.65

1.69

0.14
0.21

0.14
0.16

0.13
0.22

Loftus (1971) postulates two major processing stages:
entering a category (which takes time tl) and searching
the category (which takes time t2). Another stage,
taking time k, is a baseline stage, involving response
execution, etc. Unfortunately, these stages are not
sufficient to handle the data from the present
experiment. To see why this is so, consider the reaction
times to initially access a category. These reaction times
fall into a 2 by 2 design with order (category-letter vs
letter-category) and interval (2.5 sec vs simultaneous) as
factors. According to the Freedman-Loftus model, the
processing times involved in initial access should be as
follows:
RT1 =
t2 + k
Condition 1, category-letter; interval:
RT~ = t~ + t: + k
Condition 2, letter-category; interval:
Condition 3, category-letter; simultaneous: RT3 = t~ + t~ + k
Condition 4, letter-category; simultaneous: RT4 = tI + t: + k

Thus reaction times for Conditions 2-4 should be equal to
each other and should differ (by tl) from the reaction time
to Condition 1. However, the data indicate that all four
reaction times differ from one another, thereby
necessitating the postulation of additional processing
stages. First, in Condition4, the predisposition to
encode the category before the letter may conflict with
normal left-to-right reading habits. Thus, an additional
eye fixation could sometimes occur in Condition4
relative to the other three conditions. We shall label the
time for this additional eye fixation t3. Secondly, when
category and letter are presented simullaneously
(Conditions 3 and 4), reaction time must include the
time to encode both stimuli. With a 2.5-sec interval, on
the other hand (Conditions 1 and 2), reaction time
includes the time to encode only one of the two stimuli.
Let the extra encoding time required in Conditions 3
and 4 be designated by t4.
We are now in a position to include the two new
stages in the four initial reaction times.

(RT3 - RT:). Th~ esti~nate of 0.27 sec for t~ (category
entry time) coincides well with previous estimates
obtained by Freedman and Loftus (1971) and Loftus
and Freedman (1972). The estimate of 0.22 sec for t4
(encoding time) is far greater than one would expect if
"encoding" meant only the process of
pattern-recognizing the visual stimulus (cf. Spefling,
1963, who estimated 10msec per item for the
pattern-recognition process). Thus the obtained estimate
of 0.22 sec must include a great deal more processing,
although it is impossible in the present experiment to
determine what such encoding might consist of. Finally,
since an eye fixal:ion usually lasts on the order of
200-300msec, the estimate of 0.13 sec for ta (extra
fLxation time) is somewhat less than one would expect.
A possible reason for this discrepancy is that additional
eye fixations may not be made on all of the Condition 4
trials. The notion of an extra eye fixation sometimes
occurring in Condition 4 is, of course, easily testable.
One more parenthetical remark should be made. As
noted above, the interaction of interval time and
category-letter order was not significant. If the null
hypothesis of no in~;eraction is accepted, then inspection
of Eqs. la-4a indicates that tx = t3. (This can be seen
either by the fact that RTa - RT~ = RT4 - RT: or by
the fact that RT: -- RT1 = RT4 - RTa, both of which
are true under the.. nul! hypothesis.) However, since
nothing in the present experiment necessarily warrants
acceptance of the null hypothesis, the equality of t~ and
ta should not be taken very seriously.

What Stage Does Activation Affect?
Using the logic outlined above, it is possible to obtain
estimates of t~, (t~ + k), ta, and t~ for second category
presentations at Lags 0 and 2. These estimates, along
with the estimates given above for initial presentation,
are shown in Table 1. The statistical analyses of the data
indicate that the only parameter which reliably changes
over lag condition i:s t2 + k. If we make the reasonable
assumption that k remains constant over lag conditions,
then t~, the category search time, constitutes the locus
of the activation el’fect. This finding agrees with the
conclusion of Meyer (1973, p. 30), who noted that "The
semantic distance between categories.., may affect the
search rate for the second category."
The invariance of encoding time (t4) over lag
condition is somewhat at odds with the finding of Meyer
et al (1972, Experiment 3) that encoding time appears
(1 a) Category-letter; interval:
= 1.69 sec to be shortened by prior processing of semantically
=
+
k
RT~
t2
similar information. The reason for this discrepancy is
(lb) Letter-category; interval:
+ k = 1.96 sec not entirely clear. A possible explanation may lie in the
RT2 = tl + t2
fact that the processing delay between the two
(1 c) Category-letter; simultaneous:
+ t4 + k = 2.18 sec categories was much shorter in the Meyer etal
RT3 = tl + t2
experiment than in the present experiment, and the
(1 d) Letter-category; simultaneous:
activation decay function for encoding time may be
=t~
+t2
+t3
+t
+k=
2.31
sec
RT~
4
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different from the analogous decay function for search
rate.
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